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Monitoring Student Software Usage 
 

Changing a level 
Why and when? 
 - Is the student completing a segment too quickly, in less than 5 sessions? Are the 
comprehension and vocabulary scores 75% or better, and other performance indicators 
are strong? [Consider moving the level up.] 
[Note: Reading, Word, Spelling, Success Zones = a segment; each topic = 4 segments.] 

 - Is the student completing a segment too slowly, in more than 10-15 sessions? Are 
the comprehension and vocabulary scores poor, as well as other performance indicators? 
[Consider moving the level down.[ 
 - Has a conference been conducted with the student? The blue Topic Software 
Resource book in the teacher shelf has every level of the software passages. Using the next 
highest level, have the student read aloud and retell. 
 - Does an observation of the student rule out inefficient software usage? Do they 
know that the first comprehension or vocabulary answer is the one that counts? 
 - Did the most recent SRI yield a significant change in Lexile? 
 - Important: The software level is NOT updated after each SRI. The teacher will 
need to make manual adjustments as they are warranted. 
[Level One = 200-450   Level Two = 400-700   Level Three = 600-900 Level Four = 800-1200] 
 

How? 
 - Enter SAM and go to Roster. 
 - Use the Reading Progress Report (Read 180 - class) to identify students moving 
too fast or too slow. (Under usage, see segments completed, and sessions per segment – 
between 5-10?) Drill down on student specifics with the Student Segment Status, Student 
Diagnostic, and Student Reading Progress Reports.  
 - Double-click on the student’s name in the gray SmartBar to open their roster. 
 - Go to Read 180 Settings at the bottom of the screen. 
 - Drop down the level menu to see the leveling options. A screen will appear that 
reminds you that the level will not be changed until the next segment is started. (If 
changing a level down, consider skipping to the next topic.) Save the change. 
 - To skip a segment or topic, go to the next tab over: “Topic Manager”. Opening 
this will provide the option of skipping a segment or topic. (Students who have been in a 
segment for 15 sessions or more probably would love to see new content. Skipping a 
segment gives them fresh material and a chance to be more strategic as they work.)  
 - The goal? For students to complete segments within 5-10 sessions with text that 
is in their instructional range (not too hard, not too easy). 
 


